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To Students
We are delighted to welcome you to the 2014 Perth Festival and this performance of Îlo by
Compagnie Chaliwaté of Belgium.
This resource pack is for you. It is full of information to guide you in preparing to see the
performance and reflecting upon it afterwards, how it thrilled and inspired you.
Don’t forget to grab a free program.
Enjoy the show!
Jemma Gurney
Education Coordinator

Curriculum Links
WACE
Dance, Drama
Curriculum Framework
Dance, Civics and Citizenship, Health and Physical Education
Australian Curriculum
Cross Curricular Priorities: Sustainability
General Capabilities: Literacy, Critical and creative thinking, Personal and social capability, Ethical
understanding
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Theatre Etiquette
A guide to enjoying the show.
We are very pleased to welcome you to this 2014 Perth Festival event. We hope you are thrilled,
challenged and inspired by what you are about to see.
Here are a few handy hints to make sure you, and everyone around you, gets the most out of the
experience…

Do turn off your mobile phone. Trust us, you don’t want to be ‘that guy whose phone rang’ in the
middle of that big, dramatic moment and texting/tweeting/facebooking during the show is not OK.
Do eat before you enter the theatre. The rustling of wrappers and munching of crisps is not what
the sound designer had in mind.
Do save your comments until the end. The dimming of the house lights is the international symbol
for silence. Allow everyone, performers and audience, to focus on the performance by not talking.
Do be prepared to stay in your seat during the show. If you leave your seat during the performance
you may not be allowed back in. So maybe go the small, rather than the jumbo, drink beforehand.
Do watch the performance. We’d hate for you to miss the good stuff because you were trying to
write your essay in the theatre.
Do respect the rights of the presenting company. The set and costumes are amazing, the
performances are extraordinary, but taking photos or videos of the show is illegal. Grab a program
from the foyer instead.

That pretty much covers it. If you can do these 6 simple things then you’ll not only have a great
experience but you’ll have the gratitude and respect of the rest of the audience and the performers.
Enjoy the show and thanks for being part of the Festival!
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Cast and Creative Team
Authors, directors

Sandrine Heyraud
Sicaire Durieux

Performers

Sicaire Durieux
Natalia Weinger

External advice

Alana Osbourne

Scenography and Costumes

Thibaut De Coster
and Charly Kleinermann

Sound designer

Loïc Villiot

Lighting designer and stage-management

Jérôme Dejean

Visual media

Pascal Giraud
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Compagnie Chaliwaté
Sicaire Durieux and Sandrine Heyraud first started
their training at the Marcel Marceau School in Paris
and have participated in numerous workshops with
disciples of Etienne Decroux and Jacques Lecoq before
creating their own company, the Compagnie
Chaliwaté, in 2005. Since then, the company has been
leading activities that seek to encourage creativity,
research and transmission. Fed by the works of the
three great contemporary European mime artists
Etienne Decroux, Marcel Marceau and Jacques Lecoq,
the Compagnie Chaliwaté presents shows that reflect
upon the foundation of this art form while exploring
comic and poetic realms.
Each show is the result of serious reflection and
explores the specific principles of the mime art such
as metamorphosis of the body, transformation of
objects and environments, and symbolisation. This
artistic process seeks to create a hybrid form of
expression where other forms of stage art such as
dance, art of clown and object theatre meet the mime
art. Using very precise and inventive body language,
moulding the body and taming silence, the
Compagnie Chaliwaté mix the different techniques to
surprise the audience and stimulate emotions.
As a Company that considers movement a central means of expression the Compagnie Chaliwaté
talk about current issues that concern us all, using different methods that do not necessarily include
words and speech, but that still have real impact. With Îlo they approach the subject of the
importance of water with humour, using storytelling, offering an unusual and poetic perception.
Comical and committed without being moralistic, Îlo is a gestural performance that gives food for
fun and thought.
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Synopsis
In a faraway desert, a mysterious looking man helps a
thirsty plant. So begins a journey in search of the last
drops of blue gold. With acrobatic figures, games of
cat and mouse and dance steps, man and plant will
attempt to reach a happy ending. The question is, will
they eventually find this precious blue gold?

Using the body and its physical possibilities, Îlo tackles the issue of water shortage and focuses on
the on-going effects of climate change. Îlo is a non-verbal physical performance that approaches this
serious issue in a whimsical and dream-like manner.
There is no dialogue and the scenography choices are simple and visual. The body becomes the
principal vector of expression. As two bodies interact, the audience sees endless possibilities unfold
before their eyes. Imagination is freed of its boundaries. The two performers interact in a precisely
defined choreography of movements that bring images and comical situations to life. Îlo becomes a
space where the imagination of children and grown-ups alike is challenged. The narrative maintains
a simple and well defined storyline: two plants, lost in the desert, are looking for water. Something
instinctively childish emanates from the stream of events that occur in this quest for water.
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Masters of Mime
Etienne Decroux
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Etienne Decroux was born in Paris on 19 July 1898.
In 1923, at the age of twenty-five he entered Théâtre du Veux
Colombier run by the literary critic Jacques Coupeau.
Coupeau believed in doing away with the large elaborate sets
and the use of facial expression and hand gestures in
performance in favour of an empty stage and a form of acting in
which ideas and emotions were communicated with movements
using the whole body and originating in the core.
Decroux did not want to be an actor, but rather a politician. He
wanted voice training to help eliminate his working class accent
in case he ran for office.
Decroux remained politically active after moving into acting. He identified himself as an
anarchist and in 1930 married the militant Suzanne Lodieu.
Decroux formed his own political theatre company called A Seed in 1931.
Decroux remained true to Copeau’s style – rejecting hand gestures for movements from the
body’s core, replacing stories with scenes and ideas, and trying to challenge audiences as
much as entertain. He sometimes hung a small drape or cloth over his face rather than let
his expression contribute to a performance.
Decroux developed a reputation for being a volatile perfectionist, often abusing performers
for doing things wrong or audience members for laughing at the wrong moment. His
aggression led to A Seed disbanding in 1937.
His artistic career was interrupted by the outbreak of World War II. Decroux served in the
military from 1939 to 1941.
In 1941 he opened his own studio dedicated to the system of expressive movement which
he called ‘corporeal mime’.
In 1946 Marcel Marceau began training with Decroux.

Corporeal Mime Technique
Corporeal Mime movements begin in the deepest parts of the body … and do not
primarily aim at entertainment.
Etienne Decroux, by Thomas Leabhart. Routledge, 2007
•
•
•
•

The technique was developed as a reaction to pantomime and its reliance on facial
expressions and speech for expression.
It centres on the expressive potential of the moving body.
Performers apply the elements of drama to movement: pause, hesitation, weight, resistance
and timing.
The fundamentals of the technique divide up the body into parts, especially along the spine
in the trunk, to isolate and understand each part’s potential for articulation.
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Marcel Marceau
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Marcel Marceau was born in Strasbourg,
France in 1923.
Marceau’s love of actors such as Charlie
Chaplin, Buster Keaton, Harry Langdon, Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy inspired him to
pursue the art of mime as a profession.
In 1946 he studied with the great master
Etienne Decroux.
Marceau joined the company of acclaimed
actor and fellow Decroux student, Jean-Louis
Barrault.
His performance of Arlequin in Barrault’s
production Baptiste won him great acclaim
and he was encouraged to present his first
‘mimodrama’, called Praxitele and the Golden
Fish at the Bernhardt Theatre that same year.
This performance was a huge success and
cemented Marceau’s career.
In 1947 Marceau created Bip, the clown who
in his striped pullover and battered, deflowered opera hat, has become his alter-ego.
Commenting on his performance tracing the ages of man – Youth, Maturity, Old Age and
Death, one critic said, ‘He accomplishes in less than two minutes what most novelists can
not do in volumes.’
In 1949 Marceau formed his Compagnie de Mime Marcel Marceau - the only company of
pantomime in the world at the time. The ensemble played the leading Paris theatres.
Marceau first toured the United States in 1955–6 with great success, selling out across the
country.
He also appeared in motion pictures such as First Class, Shanks and Mel Brooks' Silent Movie.
Marceau received countless honours and continued to tour successfully until his death in
2007.

The Marceau Technique
•
•
•
•

•

Known to most as pantomime, representational mime or simply mime.
Marcel Marceau was a student and collaborator of Etienne Decroux.
Marceau’s innovation and genius lay in hybridising Decroux’s cubistic, modernist style with
the pantomime blanc – the white-face pantomime epitomised by the Pierrot of JeanGaspard Deburau in the 19th century.
Marceau was different from 19th century pantomimes, who drew pictures with the hands,
because he employed Decroux’s techniques of geometric precision in space and the play of
counterweight through and upon the body to make invisible objects ‘real’ by making them
act on him – his objects had force in space and three-dimensionality.
His humanistic and accessible creations of archetypal characters and stories made his
performances so widely accessible and remains the popular understanding of what mime is.
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Jacques Lecoq
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Jacques Lecoq was born in Paris on 15 December 1921.
In 1937 he began studying physical education and sport,
which he taught from 1941 to 1945.
His interest in physical education brought him into contact
with Jean-Marie Conty, a master of physical education and
friend of avant garde theatre artist Antonin Artaud and
Decroux’s collaborator Jean-Louis Barrault.
He began acting in 1945. He joined the Comédiens de
Grenoble Company and took charge of the physical training
of the actors.
Here he began working with masks and exploring the ideas
of Jacques Copeau, to whom he would later identify as the
major influence of his work.
He lived in Italy from 1948 to 1956 where he discovered Commedia Dell’Arte. He began
researching masks and ultimately began developing his ideas of ‘neutral mask’.
Returning to Paris in 1956 he opened the School of Mime and Theatre, known today as
L’École Internationale De Théâtre Jacques Lecoq.
Only a few days before his death in 1999 he was still teaching at the school.

Jacques Lecoq Technique
•
•
•
•
•
•

The use of mask and mime in order to focus actors on using the body to express emotion.
Approaching emotion as a result of movement rather than movement as a result of emotion.
Ensembles of actors work collectively over long rehearsal periods to create physical and
visual imagery.
The ultimate aim is to affect the audience solely through the physicality of the performers,
the dramatic tension between them and the imaginative use of simple materials.
The relationship between performer and audience is developed through the breaking of the
fourth wall and the inclusion of the audience in various ways.
Themes and stories are generally universal and avoid cultural, social or specific political
associations. It attempts to connect with the sense of play within each performer and
audience member.
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A Guide to Performance Analysis
Reflect on these points when writing notes after the show:
•

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE
The name of the performance, the name of the company, the venue. Background
information about the performance, writer and/or creative team.

•

THEMES AND PLOT
Summarise the plot. What ideas/themes do you believe the production was trying to
explore? Was there a common concern for the characters?

•

FORM AND STYLE
Think about role and character, situation, voice, movement, space and time, language and
texts, symbol and metaphor, mood and atmosphere, audience and dramatic tension – How
were these elements employed to create the form of the work and how did these creative
choices in turn establish its style.

•

VOICE AND MOVEMENT
Consider the performers use of elements of voice and movement. – How were these
elements of performance employed to communicate character and dramatic action? What
relationship do these performance choices have to the form and style of the piece?

•

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE
Consider the time, place and culture that the piece was set in, created in and performed in.
What comments, if any, do you feel the creator/s was making and what significance does
this piece have to a contemporary Australian audience?

•

ELEMENTS OF PRODUCTION–ROLE
Observe the contributions made by the various production roles (e.g. Director, Dramaturge,
Designers). How did each of these impact on the overall atmosphere, style and meaning of
the performance?

•

YOUR PERSONAL RESPONSE TO THE PRODUCTION
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Links and further information
Videos
Trailer – Îlo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Il529e--CI
Corporeal Mime Performance – Love Duet
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVaUPV2Sa9o#t=74

Websites
L’Ecole Jacques Lecoq
http://www.ecole-jacqueslecoq.com/en/school_en-000001.html
Exercises in Jacques Lecoq Techniques
http://www.hsc.csu.edu.au/drama/hsc/studies/topics/3265/lecoq.htm
Article on Marcel Marceau
http://www.salon.com/1999/07/27/marceau/
L’Ecole International de Mime Corporeal Dramatique
http://www.mime-corporel.eu/en/mimecorporel.html

Blogs
Corporeal Mime Techniques
http://dcmtstudio.blogspot.com.au/

